2015 Product Catalog
023802-002 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023802-002
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023804-003 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023804-003
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description:
Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023804-004 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023804-004  
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
023806-001 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023806-001
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

DZUS Duct Assembly
023807-003 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023807-003
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

DZUS Duct Assembly, Overhead
023807-004 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023807-004  
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Overhead
023809-002 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023809-002
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023810-001 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023810-001
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023811-001 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023811-001
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023812-001 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023812-001
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023813-002 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023813-002
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
023816-001 Duct Assembly

SKU: 023816-001
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Aisle Stand
234-3A Duct Assembly

SKU: 234-3A
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly
235-4A Duct Assembly

SKU: 235-4A
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Panel Mold
235-5A Duct Assembly

SKU: 235-5A
Category: Avionics Air Ducts

Description

Duct Assembly, Panel Mold
408A ARINC Housing 1.5 X 3 ATI

SKU: 408A 1.5x3
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

ATI Size: 1.5 X 3 ATI

A (±.010): 1.457
B (±.010): 3.175
C (REF): 0.428
D (±.010): 2.67
Radius (REF, Rs): 0.125

Figure Number: 2
408A ARINC Housing 1.5 X 4 ATI

SKU: 408A 1.5x4
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

ATI Size: 1.5 X 4 ATI
A (± .010): 1.457
B (± .010): 3.975
C (REF): 0.428
D (± .010): 3.236
Radius (REF, Rs): 0.125

Figure Number: 2
**408A ARINC Housing 2 ATI**

**SKU:** 408A 2  
**Category:** Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

---

**ATI Size:** 2 ATI  
**A (±.010):** 2.175  
**B (±.010):** 2.175  
**C (REF):** 0.407  
**D (±.010):** 2.5  
**Radius (REF, Rs):** .063, .695

**Figure Number:** 1 & 3
408A ARINC Housing 2 X 4 ATI

SKU: 408A 2x4
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATI Size</td>
<td>2 X 4 ATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (± .010)</td>
<td>2.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (± .010)</td>
<td>3.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (REF)</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (± .010)</td>
<td>3.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (REF, Rs)</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure Number</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
408A ARINC Housing 3 ATI

SKU: 408A 3
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

ATI Size: 3 ATI

A (± .010): 3.175
B (± .010): 3.175
C (REF): 0.428
D (± .010): 3.885

Radius (REF, Rs): .063, .725

Figure Number: 1 & 3
408A ARINC Housing 3 X 4 ATI

SKU: 408A 3x4
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

A (± .010): 3.175
B (± .010): 3.975
C (REF): 0.428
D (± .010): 4.451
Radius (REF, Rs): 0.063

Figure Number: 2
408A ARINC Housing 4 ATI

SKU: 408A 4  
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

Table:

**ATI Size:** 4 ATI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (± .010)</td>
<td>3.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (± .010)</td>
<td>3.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (REF)</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (± .010)</td>
<td>5.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (REF, Rs)</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure Number:** 1 & 3
408A ARINC Housing 4 X 5 ATI

SKU: 408A 4x5
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

**ATI Size:** 4 X 5 ATI

**A (± .010):** 3.975

**B (± .010):** 4.975

**C (REF):** 0.476

**D (± .010):** 5.655

**Radius (REF, Rs):** 0.068

**Figure Number:** 2
408A ARINC Housing 5 ATI

SKU: 408A 5
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

ATI Size: 5 ATI
A (± .010): 4.975
B (± .010): 4.975
C (REF): 0.478
D (± .010): 6.36
Radius (REF, Rs): 0.063

Figure Number: 2
408A ARINC Housing 5 X 6 ATI

SKU: 408A 5x6
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

**ATI Size:** 5 X 6 ATI

A (±.010): 4.975

B (±.010): 5.975

C (REF): 0.512

D (±.010): 7.019

Radius (REF, Rs): 0.063

Figure Number: 2
408A ARINC Housing 6 ATI

SKU: 408A 6
Category: Avionics Cases - ARINC 408A Housings

ATI Size: 6 ATI
A (± .010): 5.975
B (± .010): 5.975
C (REF): 0.513
D (± .010): 7.725
Radius (REF, Rs): 0.063
Figure Number: 1
MS 27572  Indicator Housing

SKU: MS 27572  
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Bezel Detail:

A (± .005): 1.885
B (± .015): 1.735
C (± .010):
D (± .005): 1.375
F (± .002): 0.15
G (± .015):
H (± .015): 0.195
J (± .005): 0
M (± .010): 1.43
MS 27572-2-1 Indicator Housing

SKU: MS 27572-2-1
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Description

Military Specification Number: MS 27572-2-1

Bezel Detail:

A (±.005): 1.885
B (±.015): 1.735
C (±.010): 1.375
D (±.005): 0.15
F (±.002): 0.15
G (±.015): 0.195
J (±.005): 0
M (±.010): 2
MS 27572-2-2 (.155=.125) Indicator Housing

SKU: MS 27572-2-2
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Description

Military Specification Number: MS 27572-2-2 (.155=.125)

Bezel Detail:

A (± .005): 1.885
B (± .015): 1.735
C (± .010):
D (± .005): 2
F (± .002): 0.15
G (± .015):
H (± .015): 0.195
J (± .005): 0
M (± .010): 1.43
MS 33549 Indicator Housing

SKU: MS 33549
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Description

Military Specification Number: MS 27572-3

Bezel Detail:

A (± .005): 1.885
B (± .015): 1.735
C (± .010):
D (± .005): 2.955
F (± .002): 0.15
G (± .015):
H (± .015): 0.195
J (± .005): 0
M (± .010): 3.055 (same construction as MS33639 (3.25 in))
MS 33638 Indicator Housing

SKU: MS 33638
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Description

Military Specification Number: MS 33549

Bezel Detail:

A (±.005): 2.625
B (±.015): 2.375
C (±.010): 2.245
D (±.005): 1.88
F (±.002): 0.17
G (±.015):
H (±.015): 0.38
J (±.005): 0.125
M (±.010): 2.135
**MS 33638-3-2 (.155=.340) Indicator Housing**

**SKU:** MS 33638-3-2  
**Category:** Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

---

**Description**

**Military Specification Number:** MS 33638

**Bezel Detail:**

A (±.005): 3.5  
B (±.015): 3.25  
C (±.010): 3.12  
D (±.005): 2.795  
F (±.002): 0.17  
G (±.015): 3.985  
H (±.015): 0.385  
J (±.005): 0.125  
M (±.010): 3.015
MS 33639 Case 3 1:4 in

SKU: MS 27572-3
Category: Avionics Cases - Indicator Housings

Description

**Military Specification Number:** MS 33639 (3.25 in)

**MS Size:** 3 1:4 in

**Bezels**

A: 3.228

B: 2.3955

E: 0.029

T (ref): 0.035

**Tubing**

C: 3.125

D: 3.055

**Glass**

F: 0.093
MS 27572  Indicator Housing

SKU:  MS 33639-1
Category: Avionics Cases - MS 33639 Cases

Military Specification Number: MS 33638-3-2 (.155=.340)

Bezel Detail:

A (± .005): 3.5
B (± .015): 3.25
C (± .010): 3.12
D (± .005): 2.795
F (± .002): 0.17
G (± .015): 3.985
H (± .015): 0.385
J (± .005): 0.125
M (± .010): 3.015
MS 33639 Case 1 in

SKU: MS 33639-2
Category: Avionics Cases - MS 33639 Cases

Description

Military Specification Number: MS 33639 (1 in)

MS Size: 1 in

Bezels
A: 1.063
B: 0.955
E: 0.021
T (ref): 0.025

Tubing
C: 1
D: 0.95

Glass
F: 0.062
MS 33639 Case 1.500 in

SKU: MS 33639-3
Category: Avionics Cases - MS 33639 Cases

Military Specification Number: MS 33639 (1.5 in)

MS Size: 1.500 in

Bezels
A: 1.5
B: 1.38
E: 0.021
T (ref): 0.035

Tubing
C: 1.5
D: 1.43

Glass
F: 0.062
MS 33639 Case 2.000 in

SKU: MS 33639-4
Category: Avionics Cases - MS 33639 Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military Specification Number:</td>
<td>MS 33639 (2 in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Size:</td>
<td>2.000 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bezels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A:</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B:</td>
<td>1.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E:</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T (ref):</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:</td>
<td>1.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D:</td>
<td>1.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F:</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
64466 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64466
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: 64466-9, 64466-8
64470 ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64470
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): .5 x 3

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35216-44, MS35216-46
64458B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64458B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-328-1218

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 4.25

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64569 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64569
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches):
Material:
Finish:
Associated Screw Component No:
64574 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64574
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64666 Round Clamp
SKU: 64666
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: C810B31

Shape: Round

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, 5801-7
# 64667 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64667  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Stock Number (NSN):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Part Numbers: C810B41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shape:** Round  
**Size (in inches):**  
**Depth (in inches):**  
**Material:** Aluminum  
**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-46, 5801-7
64670 Round Clamp

SKU: 64670
Category: Avionics Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: C810B21

Shape: Round

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, 6400005
64671 Round Clamp

SKU: 64671
Category: Avionics Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5995-32-078-9218
Alternative Part Numbers: C810B32
Shape: Round
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches):
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, 5801
64379 ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64379  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-00-792-7093
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** 41C300-1
- **Shape:** Arinc
- **Size (in inches):** 1.933
- **Depth (in inches):** 2
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
- **Associated Screw Component No:** 51B507C08-12B, 51B600C3-14B
64422 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64422
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1 x 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-29
64428B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64428B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-307-2166

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64429B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64429B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-424-8323

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 1.5 x 4
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64431B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64431B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64465 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64465
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35216-29, MS35216-50
64469 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64469
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35216-44, MS35216-46
64474 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64474

**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

**Shape:** Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 2

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35216-50, MS35216-29
64307 ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64307
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 288079, 18117

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35241-31
**64610B ARINC Clamp**

**SKU:** 64610B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**  
- **Alternative Part Numbers:**  
- **Shape:** Arinc  
- **Size (in inches):** 5.75 x 5.5  
- **Depth (in inches):** 2  
- **Material:** Aluminum  
- **Finish:** Anodized  

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64609B ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64609B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 6.75 x 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64515B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64515B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-50
64512B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64512B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 4 x 2
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-50
64481B ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64481B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-504-6662

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 1.5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64427B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64427B-103  
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description:

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35215-63, MS35215-57
64427B-101 ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64427B-101  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

**National Stock Number (NSN):**

**Alternative Part Numbers:**

**Shape:** Arinc

**Size (in inches):** 4 x 5

**Depth (in inches):** 2

**Material:**

**Finish:**

**Associated Screw Component No:**
64303B Clamp
SKU: 64303B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-103-1329
Alternative Part Numbers: 852772, MGB67036-3
Type: Arinc
Shape: Rectangular
Working Size (in inches): 4.975 x 5.022 ± .015
Depth (in inches): 2.5 (approximate - on angle)
Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 4.857 x 4.810 ± .005
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
64498B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64498B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-44
64497B ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64497B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3 x 5
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No:
64461B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64461B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2.750 x 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-46
64424B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64424B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-44
64423B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64423B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-484-4920

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-29
64302B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64302B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-305-1537
Alternative Part Numbers: 852636, MGB67039
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 2.175 x 3.175
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS5214-46
64304B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64304B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 852368, MGB67038, NH1000112, 9D0080-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS5214-46
64309B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64309B

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 671918, MGB63669

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3.172 x 1.296

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64320B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64320B

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

**National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-045-7127

**Alternative Part Numbers:** MGB64330, 123-2, 139-3023-101

**Shape:** Arinc

**Size (in inches):** 3.975 x 1.795

**Depth (in inches):** 1

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS5214-46
64321B ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64321B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-14-420-5211
Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68247, NH1000433, 18671, NAS934901-06
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3 x 1.5
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35214-31
64324B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64324B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-247-2212

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2.781 x 2.250

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS5214-31
64337B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64337B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB69054-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): .5 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: TRI WING SCREWS?
64338B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64338B  
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB67039-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5401U12, NAS5402U16
64339B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64339B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB67038-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5401U12, NAS5402U16
64343B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64343B

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB64343B, MGB68131

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3.975 x 1.795

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-46
64418B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64418B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-29
64419B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64419B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-438-0430
Alternative Part Numbers: MBG68568
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-29
9964B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9964B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

**Description**

**National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-031-0722

**Alternative Part Numbers:** 54622, 139-3157-000

**Shape:** Arinc

**Size (in inches):** 4

**Depth (in inches):** 1

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-29, MS35214-46
9964LJ ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9964LJ

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-518-3412

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-46
9963LJ ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9963LJ
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-525-8983

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-46
9963B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9963B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-053-7184

Alternative Part Numbers: 54621, NH1002543-10, 18289

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
9962B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9962B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description


Alternative Part Numbers: 54620, NH1002336-10, 34753

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 2.175 x 2.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 2.080 x 2.080 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64397B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64397B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-46
64336B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64336B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68890-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 6

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: TRI WING SCREWS
64333B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64333B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68887-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: TRI WING SCREWS
64334B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64334B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68888-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5701U12, NAS5402U16
64335B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64335B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68889-1

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 5
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5701U12, NAS5402U16
64332B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64332B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB68886-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: TRI WING SCREWS
64311B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64311B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-242-3434

Alternative Part Numbers: 670548, MGB61897, NH1000201-30, NH100519-30, NH1004994-30, 123-3, S2545-1, GC503BJ30

Type: Arinc
Shape: Square
Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015
Depth (in inches): 2
Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
64347B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64347B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1005519-50

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 5
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64358B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64358B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB65555

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64359B ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64359B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

**National Stock Number (NSN):**

**Alternative Part Numbers:** NH1005519-40, NH1004994-40, 123-4, 331A-6P, 9D0011-40

**Shape:** Arinc

**Size (in inches):** 4

**Depth (in inches):** 2

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-29, MS35214-50

---
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64416B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64416B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-247-3466
Alternative Part Numbers: NH1004718-10
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 2
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64421B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64421B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2 x 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: 64421-4, 64421-3
64488B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64488B

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

### Description

**National Stock Number (NSN):**

**Alternative Part Numbers:**

**Shape:** Arinc

**Size (in inches):** 3

**Depth (in inches):** 2

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-50, MS24693BB30
64599B ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64599B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**  
- **Alternative Part Numbers:**  
- **Shape:** Arinc  
- **Size (in inches):** 3  
- **Depth (in inches):** 2  
- **Material:** Aluminum  
- **Finish:** Anodized  

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS3522-29, MS3526-50
64617B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64617B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2.175

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64622B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64622B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35215-63, MS24693BB52
64624B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64624B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-44
64635B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64635B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-50
64650B Clamp

SKU: 64650B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 2

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64651B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64651B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35216-29, MS35216-46
64559B-10 ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64559B-10
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: MGB63474-11
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 4
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No:
64586B-50 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64586B-50
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5702U16, NAS5402U32
64595 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64595

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB32, MS35214-50
64600B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64600B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 2.75 x 1.5
Depth (in inches): 1

Material:
Finish:

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35214-46
64620 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64620
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1 x 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30
64626B ARINC Clamp
SKU: 64626B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-47, MS35214-50
# 64640B ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64640B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Stock Number (NSN):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Part Numbers:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shape:</strong> Arinc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size (in inches):</strong> 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth (in inches):</strong> 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material:</strong> Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Chem-Film (Alodine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associated Screw Component No:</strong> MS35214-29, MS35214-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
64641B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64641B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

**Description**

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 1.5 x 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29, MS35214-46
64676B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64676B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**
- **Alternative Part Numbers:**
- **Shape:** Arinc
- **Size (in inches):** 1.5 x 3
- **Depth (in inches):** 1
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Chem-Film (Alodine)

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS35214-31, MS24693BB30
9965B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 9965B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps less than 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 54623

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-46
64409B-109 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64409B-109  
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**
- **Alternative Part Numbers:**
- **Type:** Arinc

- **Shape:** Square

- **Working Size (in inches):** 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

- **Depth (in inches):** 7

- **Mounting Hole Location:** 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005

- **Material:** Aluminum

- **Finish:** Anodized
64434B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64434B

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2 x 4

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515C8R48, MS35214-29
64435B-107 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64435B-107
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: 230028, MS35214-32
64462B ARINC Clamp

**SKU:** 64462B  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006347-10

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 2.675 x 5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-44
64467 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64467
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35217-57, AN520C10R48
64495 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64495
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 5

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35217-57, AN520C10R48
64551B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64551B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3.175 x 4

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64555 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64555

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 10

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64514B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64514B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

---

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 6

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-75B, MS35215-57
64417B-101 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64417B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 4

Material:

Finish:

Associated Screw Component No:
64414B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64414B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006373-10

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 5

Depth (in inches): 4

Material:

Finish:

Associated Screw Component No:
64652B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64652B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515C8R48, MS35214-29
**64377B-101 ARINC Clamp**

**SKU:** 64377B-101  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 4730-01-505-1811
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** 4027464-101
- **Shape:** Arinc
- **Size (in inches):** 4
- **Depth (in inches):** 4
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
- **Associated Screw Component No:** MS24693BB274, AN520B10R48
64377B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64377B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 4027464-101

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN520B10R48, MS35215-57
64378B-101 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64378B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN): 5935-01-415-5687

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 5
Depth (in inches): 4
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB274, MS51958-75B
64378B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64378B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-75B, MS35215-57
64435B-101 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64435B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30
64435B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64435B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 106-10001-001

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 4

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64435B-105 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64435B-105
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-57B, MS35214-44
64571B ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64571B
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3 x 5
Depth (in inches): 4
Material:
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-76, MS35215-60
64621B-105 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64621B-105
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-467-1942

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 7
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64662B-103 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64662B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: AN515C8R48, MS35216-29
64662B-107 ARINC Clamp

SKU: 64662B-107

Category: Avionics Clamps - ARINC Clamps over 3 inches deep

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: S2545C3

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 4

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)
64293 Round Clamp

SKU: 64293
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-542-2167
Alternative Part Numbers: 489526, 50072
Shape: Round
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-46
64294 Round Clamp
SKU: 64294
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 6150-01-213-3477
Alternative Part Numbers: 653446, MGB63096
Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 1.125
Depth (in inches): 0.5
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R12, MS24693BB30
64330 Round Clamp

SKU: 64330

Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.5

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: NAS5701U12
64354 Round Clamp

SKU: 64354
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 7443482-529, 53670-16

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 1
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN507B632R28, AN515B6R28
64380 Round Clamp
SKU: 64380
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 41C300-5A

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 1
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: NAS1102E06-12
64386 Round Clamp

SKU: 64386
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 1.25
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35214-29
## Description

**National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-304-3560

**Alternative Part Numbers:** 30-058-01, MGB60030, MGB67039-1, MGB3580-10

**Shape:** Round

**Working Size Open (in inches):** 1.968 ± .015

**Working Size Closed (in inches):** 1.890 ± .015

**Depth (in inches):** 1 ± .031

**Mounting Hole Locations (in inches):** 2.453

**C:** 1.203 ± .005

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Chem-Film (Alodine)
# 64445 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64445  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

## Description

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** 52269
- **Shape:** Round
- **Size (in inches):** 1.25
- **Depth (in inches):** 1
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS24693BB54, 5801-9
64585 Round Clamp

SKU: 64585

Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: Without Screws
BACC10EL2 Round Clamp

SKU: 640002
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-050-9878
Alternative Part Numbers: 640002, MGB59234

Shape: Round
Working Size Open (in inches): 1.540
Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.460
Depth (in inches): 1
Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 1.830 ± .010
C: .915

Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
BACC10EL1A Round Clamp

**SKU:** 640005  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-052-6269
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** 640005, MGB59233, NH1004237
- **Shape:** Round
- **Working Size Open (in inches):** 1.040
- **Working Size Closed (in inches):** .960
- **Depth (in inches):** 1
- **Mounting Hole Location (in inches):** 1.330 ± .010
- **C:** .665
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
5801-A-1 Round Clamp

SKU: 5801-A-1
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64341 Round Clamp

SKU: 64341
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description:

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MAIV9850-S

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Stainless Steel

Finish: N:A

Associated Screw Component No:
123-1500-C Round Clamp

SKU: 123-1500-C
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.5

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693-30B, MS51957-34B
123-1500-CB Round Clamp

SKU: 123-1500-CB
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.540

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.460

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): .915, .928

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-1500-D Round Clamp

SKU: 123-1500-D
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.5

Depth (in inches): 0.2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693-36B, MS51957-37B
123-28 Round Clamp

SKU: 123-28
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693-30B, MS51957-34B
123-30 Round Clamp

SKU: 123-30
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.968

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.890

Depth (in inches): 1.5 ± .03

C: 1.202

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
MS28042-2A Round Clamp
SKU: 6201-2
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-579-6359
Alternative Part Numbers: MS28042-2A, 18114-2, NH1002662-10, AN5808-2
Shape: Round
Working Size Open (in inches): 3.172 ± .015
Working Size Closed (in inches): 3.078 ± .015
Depth (in inches): 1 ± .031
Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 3.500 ± .010
C: 1.750 ± .005
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
MS28042-3A Round Clamp

SKU: 6202-3
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-937-1348

Alternative Part Numbers: MS28042-3A, 50516-3, NH1002263-10

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.540 ± .015

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.460 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1 ± .031

Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 1.830 ± .010

C: .915 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64415 Round Clamp

SKU: 64415
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1002546-10

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.25

Depth (in inches): 0.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, AN520B10R12
64443 Round Clamp

SKU: 64443

Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 18342

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.219

Depth (in inches): 0.375

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, AN520B10R12
64443-101 Round Clamp

SKU: 64443-101

Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.219

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-29
# 64472 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64472  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

## Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Stock Number (NSN):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Part Numbers:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape: Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (in inches): 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth (in inches): 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material: Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish: Anodized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Screw Component No: MS24693C30, MS35216-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![Diagram of 64472 Round Clamp](image-url)
64475 Round Clamp

SKU: 64475
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-304-3561
Alternative Part Numbers: 30-058-5, 50516-3P
Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 1.5
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35214-29
64525 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64525  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-00-919-3960
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** C810-1, MGB61034
- **Shape:** Round
- **Size (in inches):** 1
- **Depth (in inches):** 1
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
- **Associated Screw Component No:** 64527-9, 64527-10
64526 Round Clamp

SKU: 64526
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: C810B1, 19137-4

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, 64526-9
64527 Round Clamp

SKU: 64527
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-905-4975
Alternative Part Numbers: C810-1, MGB61034
Shape: Round
Working Size Open (in inches): 1.540 ± .015
Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.460 ± .015
Depth (in inches): 1 ± .031
Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 1.830 ± .010
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
C: .915 ± .005
64530 Round Clamp

SKU: 64530
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693C30, MS35216-29
64573 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64573  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

---

**Description**

**National Stock Number (NSN):**  
**Alternative Part Numbers:** DA250A0703-501

**Shape:** Round

**Size (in inches):** 1.1875

**Depth (in inches):** 1

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Chem-Film (Alodine)

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS24693-30B, MS51957-32B
64584 Round Clamp

SKU: 64584
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB60031-24

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: NAS1102E06-12, NAS1102E06-12
64596 Round Clamp

SKU: 64596
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006794-20

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.125

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB30, MS35214-31
64645 Round Clamp

SKU: 64645
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 1-2 inches

Description:

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1.75

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693C30, MS35214-29
64244 Round Clamp

SKU: 64244
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 501

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64246 Round Clamp

SKU: 64246
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: C810B4, 18112

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64613 Round Clamp

SKU: 64613
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-563-7638

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.968 min

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.890 max

Depth (in inches): 1

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 2.453

C: 1.203

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)
**BACC10EL3 Round Clamp**

**SKU:** 640003  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-030-4982
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** 640003, MGB59235
- **Shape:** Round
- **Working Size Open (in inches):** 1.968
- **Working Size Closed (in inches):** 1.890
- **Depth (in inches):** 1
- **Mounting Hole Locations (in inches):** 2.453 ± .010
- **C:** 1.203
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized

---
020804-001 Round Clamp

SKU: 020804-001
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Teardrop

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.968

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.890

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 1.203, 1.282

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-1900-D Round Clamp

SKU: 123-1900-D
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693-58B, MS51958-70B
123-31 Round Clamp

SKU: 123-31
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 123-1900-C

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.968 (min)

Working Size Closed (in inches): 0.1890 (min)

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 1.203 x 1.250

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
MS28042-1A Round Clamp
SKU: 5801-A
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-014-5970

Alternative Part Numbers: MS28042-1A, 18111-1, NH1002261-10, NH1002545-10, NH1002661-10, 123-31, 18287, 5801A

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 1.968 ± .015

Working Size Closed (in inches): 1.890 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1 ± .031

Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 2.453 ± .010

C: 1.203 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64388A Round Clamp

SKU: 64388A
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-432-1786

Alternative Part Numbers: 30-058-1A, NH1003581-20, NH1003580-20

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 2
Depth (in inches): 2
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35215-58
64388-C Round Clamp

SKU: 64388-C
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693C52
64390 Round Clamp

SKU: 64390
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2.273

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35215-58
64451 Round Clamp

SKU: 64451

Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5999-01-200-7797

Alternative Part Numbers: C810B3, 18623

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64452 Round Clamp

SKU: 64452
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 52264

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64473 Round Clamp
SKU: 64473
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-424-8342

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 2
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693C276, MS35217-60
64496 Round Clamp

SKU: 64496
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 52263

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64528 Round Clamp

**SKU:** 64528  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

**National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-103-7562

**Alternative Part Numbers:** C810-3, MGB61037

**Shape:** Round

**Size (in inches):** 2

**Depth (in inches):** 1

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** 64527-8, 64527-7
64588 Round Clamp

SKU: 64588
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS24693BB274
64669 Round Clamp

SKU: 64669
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps between 2-3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches):

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, AN520C10R48
64389 Round Clamp

SKU: 64389
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-459-0877

Alternative Part Numbers: 30-058-3, NH1003581-10

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
BACC10EL4 Round Clamp

SKU: 640004
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 640004, MGB59233

Shape: Round

Working Size Open (in inches): 3.172

Working Size Closed (in inches): 3.078

Depth (in inches): 1

Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 3.500 ± .010

C: 1.750

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64245 Round Clamp

SKU: 64245
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 503, 18622

Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN520RB10-20, AN507RB832-12
64247 Round Clamp

SKU: 64247
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 517

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN520RB10-20, AN507RB832-12
64389A Round Clamp

SKU: 64389A
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-459-0877
Alternative Part Numbers: 30-058-3A, NH1003581-20
Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 3.125
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No:
64453 Round Clamp

SKU: 64453
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 52266
Shape: Round
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64614 Round Clamp

SKU: 64614
Category: Avionics Clamps - Round Clamps greater than 3 inches

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-459-0877

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64391B-101 Shelf Clamp
SKU: 64391B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-35, MS35214-50, MS24693BB52, MS24693BB30
64391B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64391B-103  
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-329-5677

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1004527-10, 7000066-1

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-35, MS35214-50, MS35214-29, MS35214-44
64391B-105 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64391B-105
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-44
64405B-101 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64405B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:
Type: Arinc
Shape: Square
Working Size (in inches): 4.975 x 4.975
Depth (in inches): 7
Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 4.810 x 4.810 ± .005
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
64405B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64405B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-305-1536
Alternative Part Numbers: NH1004684-10, 7000066-2, 64405B-103

Type: Arinc
Shape: Square
Working Size (in inches): 4.975 x 4.975
Depth (in inches): 7
Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 4.810 x 4.810 ± .005
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
64409B-101 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64409B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .005

Depth (in inches): 7

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64409B-103 Shelf Clamp

**SKU:** 64409B-103  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):** 5340-01-239-3019
- **Alternative Part Numbers:** NH1004685-10, 7000066-3, 685-10
- **Type:** Arinc
- **Shape:** Square
- **Working Size (in inches):** 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015
- **Depth (in inches):** 7
- **Mounting Hole Location (in inches):** 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
64409B-105 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64409B-105
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: Arinc

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 7

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
64409B-107 Shelf Clamp

**SKU:** 64409B-107  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

---

**Description**

- **National Stock Number (NSN):**
- **Alternative Part Numbers:**
- **Type:** Arinc
- **Shape:** Square
- **Working Size (in inches):** 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015
- **Depth (in inches):** 7
- **Mounting Hole Location (in inches):** 3.060 x 3.060 ± .005
- **Material:** Aluminum
- **Finish:** Anodized
64438B-101 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64438B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-50
64438B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64438B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-329-5679
Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006343-10, 7000066-4
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 4 x 5
Depth (in inches): 7
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64440B-101 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64440B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-424-8322

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 6

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB274, MS35215-63
64440B-103 Shelf Clamp
SKU: 64440B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-329-5676

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006345-10, 7000066-006, NSA934901-14

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 6

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35215-63, MS35215-57
64483B-103 Shelf Clamp
SKU: 64483B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006344-10, 7000066-5

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 4.5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-29
64489B-101 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64489B-101
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:
Shape: Arinc
Size (in inches): 6 x 2
Depth (in inches): 7
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64489B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64489B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1006346-10, NSA934901-15, 7000066-7

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 6 x 2

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-44
64550B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64550B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64556B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64556B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 6.25 x 2

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64557B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64557B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 4 x 5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-50
64577B Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64577B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 7

Depth (in inches): 10

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: 35215-5736440, 35215-6336440
64604B Shelf Clamp
SKU: 64604B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5 x 6

Depth (in inches): 7

Material:

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35215-57, MS35215-63
64616B Shelf Clamp
SKU: 64616B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-47
64621B-103 Shelf Clamp

SKU: 64621B-103
Category: Avionics Clamps - Shelf Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Arinc

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 7

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-29, MS35214-50, MS35214-35
64295 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64295
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-481-6654
Alternative Part Numbers: 254733, 19579
Shape: Square
Size (in inches): 3.160 sq
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-46
64298 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64298
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 257318, 52981, MGB69626
Shape: Square
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-46
64322 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64322
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 53231
Shape: Square
Size (in inches): 3.156 sq
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-46
64314 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64314
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 96-324150

Shape: Square

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R16
64315 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64315
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 96-324151

Shape: Square

Size (in inches):

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R16
64316 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64316
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 96-324152
Shape: Square
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R16
64317 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64317
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 96-324153

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R16
64319 Square and Rectangular Clamp
SKU: 64319
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 96-324155
Shape: Square
Size (in inches):
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-31
64296 Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64296
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-305-1536
Alternative Part Numbers: 656045, 52984
Shape: Square
Working Size (in inches): 2.260 x 2.270
Depth (in inches): 1
Mounting Hole Locations (in inches): 2 (hole offset): .242 x .69; .242 x 1.62
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
64297 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64297
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 654593, 52983

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 1.975 sq

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35214-46
64308 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64308

Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 256795, 19748

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 1.937 sq

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-8
64558 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64558
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 53419

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64562 Square and Rectangular Clamp

**SKU:** 64562  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

---

**Description**

**National Stock Number (NSN):**

**Alternative Part Numbers:** 52321

**Shape:** Square

**Size (in inches):** 3

**Depth (in inches):** 1

**Material:** Aluminum

**Finish:** Anodized

**Associated Screw Component No:** MS24693BB52, MS24693BB58
64583 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64583
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN): NH1004507-10

Alternative Part Numbers: NH1004507-10

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35215-58, MS35214-44
64603 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64603
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52
64608 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64608
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-44, MS35214-46
64619 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64619
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Non-Arinc

Size (in inches): 3 x 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-29
64630 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64630
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square and Rectangular Clamps 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-46, MS35214-44
64301B Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64301B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 852640, MGB67024, NH1002542-10

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-48, MS35214-49
64629B Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64629B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 5

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chem-Film (Alodine)

Associated Screw Component No: MS35214-50, MS35214-44
64631B Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64631B  
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 2

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB32, MS24693BB62
64327 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 64327
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB62537, 654592

Shape: Non-Arinc

Size (in inches): 5.133 x 4.883

Depth (in inches): 4.25

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB274, MS51958-75B
123-03004A3 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-03004A3
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-69B, MS51958-70B
123-03004A3N Square & Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-03004A3N  
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-576-4507

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 4

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-65B, MS51958-67B
123-1532-C Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-1532-C
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Rectangular

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 1.457 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 1.340

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-2222-H Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-2222-H
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Square

Size (in inches): 2.175 sq

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS35206-232, MS35206-249
123-3 Square Clamp

SKU: 123-3
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.50

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3215-C Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3215-C
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Rectangular

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 1.457 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.50

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 1.342 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3215-F Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3215-F
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Rectangular

Working Size (in inches): 3.170 x 1.457 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 1.342

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3215-G Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3215-G
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Rectangular

Working Size (in inches): 1.457 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 1.342

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3222-F Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3222-F
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 2.175 x 3.175

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-32B, MS51957-49B
123-3232-F Square Clamp

SKU: 123-3232-F
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3232-FB Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3232-FB
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: 903426-320, 903426-490
123-3232-G Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3232-G
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 
Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 3
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-36B, MS51957-52B
**123-3232-H Square Clamp**

**SKU:** 123-3232-H  
**Category:** Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Stock Number (NSN):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP Part Number: 123-3232-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternative Part Numbers:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> ATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shape:</strong> Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working Size (in inches):</strong> 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth (in inches):</strong> 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mounting Hole Location (in inches):</strong> 3.060 x 3.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material:</strong> Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finish:</strong> Anodized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
123-3232H-J Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3232H-J
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers:
Shape: Square
Size (in inches): 3.155 x 3.155
Depth (in inches): 4
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Chromic-Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS51958-65B, MS51958-67B
123-3232-W2B Square Clamp

SKU: 123-3232-W2B
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-01-576-7892

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI
Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 2 ± .03

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-3240-F Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-3240-F
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-32B, MS51957-49B
123-3D Square Clamp
SKU: 123-3D
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Type: ATI

Shape: Square

Working Size (in inches): 3.175 x 3.175 ± .015

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Mounting Hole Location (in inches): 3.060 x 3.060

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized
123-4040-F Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-4040-F
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 4

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-32B, MS51957-49B
123-6 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-6
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 3 x 4

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-32B, MS51957-49B
123-RG-1840 Square and Rectangular Clamp

SKU: 123-RG-1840
Category: Avionics Clamps - Square & Rectangular Clamps greater than 1 inch depth

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: ATI

Size (in inches): 4 x 1.795

Depth (in inches): 1.5

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Chromic-Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS51957-36B, MS51957-52B
64250 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64250
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 18115

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64251 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64251
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 18112-20,, NH1000196

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 2.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB54, 5801-9
64305 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64305
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-806-8373

Alternative Part Numbers: 259853, 18111, 18111-20, 23906, MGB63745, 18111-20, 9D0012-3, 23906

Shape: Tear Drop
Size (in inches): 2
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64312 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64312
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: DPS-7443482-579

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material:

Finish:

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64356 Tear Drop Clamp
SKU: 64356
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):
Alternative Part Numbers: 52265
Shape: Tear Drop
Size (in inches): 2.25
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No:
64357 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64357
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 52261

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64384 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64384
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 

Alternative Part Numbers: 56664

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, MS35215-58
64447 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64447
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 2

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-9
64306 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64306
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 259854, 18113

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 2.25

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-7
64355 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64355
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: MGB64960-1

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN507B632R12, 5801-7
64446 Tear Drop Clamp
SKU: 64446
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN): 5340-00-521-6634
Alternative Part Numbers: 52267
Shape: Tear Drop
Size (in inches): 2
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized
Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB52, 5801-9
64448 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64448
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 50769-1

Shape: Tear Drop

Size (in inches): 3

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: MS24693BB54, 5801-9
64449 Tear Drop Clamp

SKU: 64449
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers: 56946-1

Shape: Tear Drop
Size (in inches): 3
Depth (in inches): 1
Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No:
64248 Round Clamp

SKU: 64248
Category: Avionics Clamps - Tear Drop Clamps

Description

National Stock Number (NSN):

Alternative Part Numbers:

Shape: Round

Size (in inches): 1

Depth (in inches): 1

Material: Aluminum

Finish: Anodized

Associated Screw Component No: AN515B6R12, MS24693BB30
68001-1 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-1
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

**Description**

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 1X2ATI-R

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Spec (± .010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1.945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
68001-2 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-2
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 1.5X3ATI-R

A (± .010): 3.175
B (± .010): 1.457
C (± .010): 3.26
D (± .010): 1.542
E (± .010): 2.67
F (± .010): 2.755
G (± .010): 2.812
H (± .010): 1.027
I (± .010): 3.01
68001-3 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-3
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 1.5X4ATI-R

A (±.010): 3.975
B (±.010): 1.457
C (±.010): 4.06
D (±.010): 1.542
E (±.010): 3.236
F (±.010): 3.321
G (±.010): 3.425
H (±.010): 0.997
I (±.010): 3.654
68001-4 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-4
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

Description

ARINC 408 Spec: 2ATI-S

A (± .010): 2.175
B (± .010): 2.175
C (± .010): 2.26
D (± .010): 2.26
E (± .010): 2.5
F (± .010): 2.585
G (± .010): 1.815
H (± .010): 1.815
I (± .010): 1.945
68001-5 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-5
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 2X4ATI-R

A (± .010): 3.975
B (± .010): 2.175
C (± .010): 4.06
D (± .010): 2.26
E (± .010): 3.746
F (± .010): 3.831
G (± .010): 3.425
H (± .010): 1.715
I (± .010): 3.654
68001-6 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-6
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 3ATI-S

A (± .010): 3.175
B (± .010): 3.175
C (± .010): 3.26
D (± .010): 3.26
E (± .010): 3.885
F (± .010): 3.97
G (± .010): 2.812
H (± .010): 2.812
I (± .010): 3.01
68001-7 ARINC Style Bezel

**SKU:** 68001-7  
**Category:** Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

**Description**

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 3X4ATI-R

- **A (±.010):** 3.975
- **B (±.010):** 3.175
- **C (±.010):** 4.06
- **D (±.010):** 3.26
- **E (±.010):** 4.451
- **F (±.010):** 4.536
- **G (±.010):** 3.425
- **H (±.010):** 2.782
- **I (±.010):** 3.654
68001-8 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-8
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 4AT1-S

A (± .010): 3.975
B (± .010): 3.975
C (± .010): 4.06
D (± .010): 4.06
E (± .010): 5.015
F (± .010): 5.1
G (± .010): 3.425
H (± .010): 3.425
I (± .010): 3.654
68001-9 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-9
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 4X5ATI-R

A (± 0.010): 4.975
B (± 0.010): 3.975
C (± 0.010): 5.06
D (± 0.010): 4.06
E (± 0.010): 5.655
F (± 0.010): 5.74
G (± 0.010): 4.375
H (± 0.010): 3.405
I (± 0.010): 4.625
68001-10 ARINC Style Bezel

**SKU:** 68001-10

**Category:** Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 5ATI-S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (± .010)</td>
<td>4.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (± .010)</td>
<td>4.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (± .010)</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (± .010)</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (± .010)</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (± .010)</td>
<td>6.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G (± .010)</td>
<td>4.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (± .010)</td>
<td>4.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (± .010)</td>
<td>4.625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
68001-11 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68001-11
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 5X6ATI-R

A (± .010): 5.975
B (± .010): 4.975
C (± .010): 6.06
D (± .010): 5.06
E (± .010): 7.019
F (± .010): 7.104
G (± .010): 5.36
H (± .010): 4.375
I (± .010): 5.61
68001-12 ARINC Style Bezel

**SKU:** 68001-12  
**Category:** Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68001 Series

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 6ATI-S

- **A (± .010):** 5.975
- **B (± .010):** 5.975
- **C (± .010):** 6.06
- **D (± .010):** 6.06
- **E (± .010):** 7.725
- **F (± .010):** 7.81
- **G (± .010):** 5.36
- **H (± .010):** 5.36
- **I (± .010):** 5.61
68002-1 ARINC Style Bezel

**SKU:** 68002-1  
**Category:** Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68002 Series

---

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 2ATI-S

**A (± .010):** 2.26

**B (± .010):** 2.175

**C (± .005):** 1.815

**D (± .005):** 1.945

**E (REF):** 0.432

**F (REF):** 0.407

**G (± .010):** 2.585

**H (± .010):** 2.5

**R (± .010):** 0.695
68002-3 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68002-3
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68002 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 3ATI-S

A (± .010): 3.26
B (± .010): 3.175
C (± .005): 2.812
D (± .005): 3.01
E (REF): 0.453
F (REF): 0.428
G (± .010): 3.97
H (± .010): 3.885
R (± .010): 0.731
68002-4 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68002-4
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68002 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 4ATI-S

A (± .010): 4.06
B (± .010): 3.975
C (± .005): 3.425
D (± .005): 3.654
E (REF): 0.454
F (REF): 0.429
G (± .010): 5.1
H (± .010): 5.015
R (± .010): 0.732
**68002-5 ARINC Style Bezel**

**SKU:** 68002-5  
**Category:** Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68002 Series

---

**ARINC 408 Spec:** 5ATI-S

- **A** (±.010): 5.06
- **B** (±.010): 4.975
- **C** (±.005): 4.375
- **D** (±.005): 4.625
- **E** (REF): 0.503
- **F** (REF): 0.478
- **G** (±.010): 5.1
- **H** (±.010): 5.015
- **R** (±.010): 0.816
68002-6 ARINC Style Bezel

SKU: 68002-6
Category: Bezels - ARINC Style Bezels 68002 Series

ARINC 408 Spec: 6ATI-S

A (± .010): 6.06
B (± .010): 5.975
C (± .005): 5.36
D (± .005): 5.61
E (REF): 0.537
F (REF): 0.513
G (± .010): 7.81
H (± .010): 7.725
R (± .010): 0.876
Machined Products
SKU: 
Category: Machined Products

MSP Aviation contains an arsenal of multi-axis CNC Mills and Lathes. Utilizing Mastercam ™ technology and lean manufacturing principals, MSP has an excellent reputation for producing top quality machined products for the Aerospace community. Our highly skilled programmers and state-of-the-art equipment enable us to manufacture products cheaper and faster than our competition...without compromising quality.

For more information about custom machined products, please add this to your shopping cart and a representative will contact you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corresponding Switch Style:</strong> 2 Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flipper:</strong> Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closing Guard (places switch in):</strong> Down Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opening Guard (places switch in):</strong> No Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guard Position:</strong> Remains either Opened or Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyway Locater:</strong> 6 o'Clock position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color:</strong> Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
400-112 Switch Guard

SKU: 400-112
Category: Switch Guards

Description

Corresponding Switch Style: 2 Position
Flipper: Yes
Closing Guard (places switch in): Down Position
Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed
Keyway Locater: 6 o’Clock position
Color: Black
400-121 Switch Guard
SKU: 400-121
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

- **Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position
- **Flipper:** Yes
- **Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position
- **Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position
- **Color:** Red
400-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 400-122
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

- **Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position
- **Flipper:** Yes
- **Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position
- **Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position
- **Color:** Black
401-111 Switch Guard
SKU: 401-111
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position - Momentary Down

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
401-112 Switch Guard

SKU: 401-112
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

*Corresponding Switch Style:* 3 Position - Momentary Down

*Flipper:* Yes

*Closing Guard (places switch in):* Up - Center Position

*Opening Guard (places switch in):* No Effect

*Guard Position:* Remains either Opened or Closed

*Keyway Locator:* 6 o’Clock position

*Color:* Black
401-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 401-121
Category: Switch Guards

Corresponding Switch Style: 3 Position - Momentary Down

Flipper: Yes

Closing Guard (places switch in): Up - Center Position

Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect

Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed

Keyway Locator: 12 o’Clock position

Color: Red
401-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 401-122
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position - Momentary Down

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
402-111 Switch Guard
SKU: 402-111
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up:Down - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
402-112 Switch Guard

**SKU:** 402-112  
**Category:** Switch Guards

**Description**

- **Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position
- **Flipper:** Yes
- **Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up:Down - Center Position
- **Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position
- **Color:** Black
402-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 402-121
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up:Down - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
402-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 402-122
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up:Down - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
403-111 Switch Guard

SKU: 403-111
Category: Switch Guards

Description

Corresponding Switch Style: 2 Position
Flipper: No
Closing Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed
Keyway Locater: 6 o’Clock position
Color: Red
403-112 Switch Guard
SKU: 403-112
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
403-121 Switch Guard
SKU: 403-121
Category: Switch Guards

Description

Corresponding Switch Style: 2 Position
Flipper: No
Closing Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed
Keyway Locater: 12 o’Clock position
Color: Red
403-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 403-122
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

- **Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position
- **Flipper:** No
- **Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position
- **Color:** Black
404-111 Switch Guard
SKU: 404-111
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
404-112 Switch Guard

SKU: 404-112
Category: Switch Guards

Description:

- **Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position
- **Flipper:** Yes
- **Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position
- **Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect
- **Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position
- **Color:** Black
404-121 Switch Guard
SKU: 404-121
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
404-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 404-122
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
405-111 Switch Guard

SKU: 405-111
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
405-112 Switch Guard

SKU: 405-112
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
405-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 405-121  
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
405-122 Switch Guard
SKU: 405-122
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 2 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
406-111 Switch Guard
SKU: 406-111
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
406-112 Switch Guard

SKU: 406-112
Category: Switch Guards

Description

Corresponding Switch Style: 3 Position

Flipper: Yes

Closing Guard (places switch in): Down Position

Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect

Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed

Keyway Locator: 6 o’Clock position

Color: Black
406-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 406-121
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Down Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
406-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 406-122
Category: Switch Guards

**Description**

- **Corresponding Switch Style**: 3 Position
- **Flipper**: Yes
- **Closing Guard (places switch in)**: Down Position
- **Opening Guard (places switch in)**: No Effect
- **Guard Position**: Remains either Opened or Closed
- **Keyway Locator**: 12 o’Clock position
- **Color**: Black
407-111 Switch Guard

SKU: 407-111
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
## 407-112 Switch Guard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>407-112</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Switch Guards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corresponding Switch Style</th>
<th>3 Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flipper</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing Guard (places switch in)</td>
<td>No Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Guard (places switch in)</td>
<td>No Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard Position</td>
<td>Remains either Opened or Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyway Locater</td>
<td>6 o’Clock position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
407-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 407-121  
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** No

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
407-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 407-122
Category: Switch Guards

Corresponding Switch Style: 3 Position
Flipper: No
Closing Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed
Keyway Locater: 12 o’Clock position
Color: Black
408-111 Switch Guard

SKU: 408-111
Category: Switch Guards

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
408-112 Switch Guard

**SKU:** 408-112  
**Category:** Switch Guards

### Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 6 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
408-121 Switch Guard

SKU: 408-121
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locator:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Red
408-122 Switch Guard

SKU: 408-122
Category: Switch Guards

Description

**Corresponding Switch Style:** 3 Position

**Flipper:** Yes

**Closing Guard (places switch in):** Up - Center Position

**Opening Guard (places switch in):** No Effect

**Guard Position:** Remains either Opened or Closed

**Keyway Locater:** 12 o’Clock position

**Color:** Black
019803-001 Switch Guard

SKU: 019803-001
Category: Switch Guards

Corresponding Switch Style: 2 Position
Flipper: No
Closing Guard (places switch in): Down Position
Opening Guard (places switch in): No Effect
Guard Position: Remains either Opened or Closed
Keyway Locator: 12 o’Clock position
Color: Black